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Introduction
‘Cultural imperialism’ is the claim that globalisation does not create a two-way balanced flow of culture between ‘the West and the Rest’ (Hall, 1992: 279), but a ‘global mass culture’ from the West (Hall, 1997: 27). This idea has been shown to be inadequate in explaining local and global cultural influences and flows in a number of media contexts, including music (Stokes, 2003; Cunningham and Jacka, 1997).  ‘Glocalisation’, a term used to describe how global goods and services are adopted to meet the needs and tastes of local markets, can be used as an alternative way to consider these influences.  Sociologist Roland Robertson (1995) believes influences are selected, processed and consumed according to local cultures’ needs, tastes and social structures.  This selecting, processing and consuming produces cultural mixes or ‘hybrids’, a concept which carries both positive and negative connotations (Hutnyk, 2005: 99).  On the one hand, it has been criticised for assuming its opposite of cultural purity (Gilroy, 2000: 250), a quality difficult to attribute to either Turkish or Western music.  On the other hand, the term has been used positively to describe how black style in Britain has undermined homogeneous British culture, contributing to ‘the racial and ethnic pluralization of British culture and social life’ (Hall 1995: 16).  Echoing Hall (1995), this paper celebrates hybridity’s creative and political potential in global music flows which create ‘complex patterns of cross-fertilisation and cultural hybridity’ (Shepherd, 2003: 75).  This hybridity is evident in Turkey and other non-Western countries where rock and punk have been used as a form of protest (Burton, 2005: 158) while rap and hip hop ‘reflect and engage with local issues in different cities and regions around the World’ (Bennet, 2001: 89).  
In Turkey, the adaption of Western musical styles goes back to the later Ottoman era.  More recently, Turkish rock has ‘looked to the Anglo-Saxon World for inspiration, Turkish rap and hip hop …. continue to borrow energetically from North American models’, while Arabesk music is celebrated as a hybrid of Eastern and Western influenced pop (Stokes, 2010: 18-19).  Turkish rappers and Arabesk musicians ‘localise’ Western influences to express local concerns (Solomon, 2005; Stokes, 2003).  Turkish protest music, from Leftist politics in 1970s Anadolu rock to cultural politics in Arabesk and Kurdish language music, have also borrowed from global trends.  A cursory glance at Turkish pop CD covers, promotional videos (videos) and posters reveals this global borrowing is widely practiced in Turkish pop imagery.  This paper examines how this borrowing produces different types of hybrids which criticise the economic neo-Liberalism and social and religious conservatism of Turkey’s Justice and Development Party (AKP) government.           
The relationship between pop and politics is a contentious area which has produced no real consensus amongst scholars (Hesmondhalgh and Negus 2002: 7).  Sociologists such as Frith (1988, 1981) and Street (1986) highlight how production, political, social and consumption contexts constrain pop’s politics, though they recognise that the music industry does not control music ‘unless the stock market is offended’ (Street 1986: 107).  This results in politics, ranging from conventional party politics (rarely) to the politics of the way listeners feel about ‘everyday’ public concerns, being a part of some pop (Street 1986: 3).   Frith (1988: 472) notes an incompatibility between pop and conventional politics, political movements being more successful with pop than political parties.  However, he also notes that pop can articulate some politics better than others such as nationalist struggles (some black music), the politics of leisure (youth cults and gay disco) and a combination of the two (some feminist music).  Street (1986) claims ambiguity is a trade mark of pop’s politics.  Comparing flower power to Black civil rights and Billy Bragg to the Redskins, he illustrates how it is ‘uncertainty and ambiguity’ in performance and lyrics which prove to be more potent (Street 1986: 67).    
Though little work has been done specifically on the role of pop’s visuals, studies demonstrate the importance of the visual in the production of meanings in pop (Railton and Watson, 2011; Goodwin, 1993; Frith, 1981).  Visuals in films, performances, packaging, magazines, press photographs and advertising illustrate how ‘pop has always needed other discourses of visual pleasure that are unavailable on disc’ (Goodwin, 1993: 8).  Likewise, studies illustrate not only the cultural and economic importance of videos, but also how these visuals provide dominant and/ or additional elements of meaning to music (Railton and Watson, 2011).  It is this dominant role of visuals in pop’s meanings which warrants further investigation.  By examining how Turkish and global visuals are employed in different ways in pop videos, different types of cross-cultural hybrids are exposed.  It is argued that these hybrids enhance articulations of cultural, political and social difference to dominant discourses of AKP.  
Data
Visuals from videos are selected as a site of analysis due to their prevalence.  This is a global phenomenon, where an explosion of video-based broadcasting and internet channels indicate that ‘music video has never been so culturally visible and accessible as it is in this historical moment’ (Railton and Watson, 2011: 5).  This is in contrast to a lack of video research since the mid-1990s (Railton and Watson, 2011: 2).  
Videos are selected based on four criteria.  Firstly, a video has to be available on music TV or the internet.  Due to the sensitive nature of protest music in Turkey, some videos are shunned by broadcasters.  However, the internet offers an alternative distribution route.  For this study, videos distributed solely on the internet are deemed equally relevant, being an important aspect of fans’ pop experiences.  
Secondly, videos released and popularised during AKP’s governance are considered.  Thirdly, videos have to use both Turkish and global images.  These are plentiful and global imagery is widespread in Turkish pop.  Diversity of usage in terms of the role of global images and their dominance in the videos was considered when selecting the sample.  Fourthly, videos have to be considered subversive by music fans.  The researcher was suggested a large number of videos by approximately 100 Turkish media studies students at both the M.A. and B.A. level who claimed to be music fans.  These suggestions spanned three pop genres.  One video from each genre which the researcher felt best illustrated the first three criteria was chosen.  A group of ten fans were consulted throughout the research for their insights into the selected videos.  These informal discussions drew on their experiences as fans and concert-goers to inform the interpretation of symbols that lesser-informed fans may find confusing.  The videos chosen are Özgün music group Grup Kızılırmak’s ‘Çesmi Siyahim’ (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z8q3cazGkks), Indie rock group Mor ve Ötesi’s ‘Şirket’ (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BPvcJhVUs-8) and Underground rapper Saian’s ‘Feleğin Çemberine 40 Kurşun - Kinetik Tipografi’ (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zhvnwTmcQMI).     
     Grup Kızılırmak plays Özgün (authentic) music, known for its roots in Turkish folk music and protest.  According to Grup Kızılırmak’s website, its music highlights and offers solidarity to Turkey’s oppressed. This has resulted in its members being arrested and concerts banned.  ‘Çesmi Siyahim’ (My black-eyed beauty) is a cover of a folk song.  It appears on the 2002 album Figan, with its accompanying video first uploaded on to İzlesene.com in 2007 and Youtube in 2008.
Mor ve Ötesi is a politically active, independent label, indie rock group which has enjoyed significant success nationally and internationally.  They have released nine albums, including 2006’s Büyük Düşler.  The first single from this album is ‘Şirket’ (the firm) with its official video receiving well over 175,000 ‘hits’ on YouTube at the time of writing.
Saian is a politically active underground rapper.  His solo career began in 2005 with a large number of releases to his credit.  He is not signed to any label, releasing his work independently on CD or digitally via Youtube, Facebook and Myspace.  His work engages with political issues, most recently protesting against the Turkish government in the summer of 2013.  ‘Feleğin Çemberine 40 Kurşun - Kinetik Tipografi’ (Whom fate intended the cycles of 40 lead-Kinetic Typography) was released in 2011 and has received 235,454 hits on Youtube at the time of writing.
Approach to analysis
To determine how cultural hybridity subverts the AKP government, a social semiotic approach is used, following the work of a number of scholars (Abousnnouga and Machin, 2010; Machin, 2007, 2010; van Leeuwen, 2005; Kress and van Leeuwen, 1996, 2002).  This approach is based on Critical Discourse Analysis and Halliday’s (1985) functional grammar which start with the idea that linguistic and visual choices reveal broader discourses articulated in texts (Kress and van Leeuwen 2001).  These discourses can be thought of as models of the world, giving a clear sense of ‘what view of the world is being communicated through semiotic resources’ (Abousnnouga and Machin, 2010: 139).  Social practices (including discursive practices) are considered as ‘recontextualisations’ which transform meanings to suit producers’ interests (van Leeuwen and Wodak, 1999: 98).  The aim of analysis is to reveal what kinds of social relations of power, inequalities and interests are perpetuated, generated or legitimated in texts both explicitly and implicitly (van Dijk, 1993).  Features in texts are seen as communicating discourses, comprising identities and values.  Though textual features are analysed to uncover their meaning potential, rigid connotative meanings are not assigned to these.  Instead, analysis considers the important role of cultural conventions and metaphorical associations which work alongside features of texts to construct meanings.  To this end, music fans were consulted in selecting the sample and in interpreting symbols.  Furthermore, a political contextualisation of AKP and how AKP has affected the environment in which popular music is produced, performed and broadcasted is undertaken.    
Images from three videos are analysed on three different levels, each level meant to reveal how subversion is articulated through hybridity.  At a basic level, the ‘discourse schema’ is examined to reveal ‘the social values that underlie the song’ by stripping narratives of details to identify the generic role of characters (Machin, 2010: 78).  This is done to each video’s visuals to ‘tell us about the cultural values about identities and behaviours that lie deeper in a song’ (Machin, 2010: 81).  Where no narrative is obvious, an analysis of the dominant visuals can be used to reveal a set of connotations or the ‘activity schema’ (Machin, 2010: 95). 
At another level, participants are analysed in terms of how they and their actions are recontextualised following the influential work of van Leeuwen (1996) and Kress and van Leeuwen (1996).  Though originally applied to written texts, social actor analysis can be applied visually (Machin 2007; van Leeuwen 2005; Kress and van Leeuwen 2001, 1996).  Here, symbolic relations between participants and viewers, the kinds of participants represented and who is represented with agency are closely scrutinised.  This analysis includes visual elements closely associated with participants such as settings, written visuals and symbols, much of which involves hybridity.  On a third level, compositional choices which connote relations between elements of images are considered closely following the work of Kress and van Leeuwen (1996) and Machin (2007).  Salience is considered, expressed through visual devises such as potent cultural symbols, size, colour, tone, focus and foregrounding.  Image organization is also examined, including the positioning of elements and framing which contributes to an image’s internal ‘flow’ (Kress and van Leeuwen 1996).   Not all of these visual elements are analysed for all images.  Instead, elements are chosen for analysis based on their relevance in revealing hybridity and subversion.  That is, the methodology allows for close detailed analysis of images in order to reveal how Western and Turkish visual elements are used in different ways by different bands to create a variety of cultural hybrids which subvert AKP policies.    
AKP and Turkey’s pop mediascape
The sample of videos subvert different aspects of AKP and its policies.  AKP is an economically liberal and socially conservative political party which has governed Turkey since 2002.  Its economic liberalism is made clear on its official website where the market economy is ‘favoured’, privatisation is ‘an important vehicle for the formation of a more rational economic structure’ and globalisation should ‘be carried out with the least cost’ while the state should remain ‘outside all types of economic activities’.  According to Uzgel and Duru (2010: 24), AKP has privatised most state institutions in the areas of communications, transportation, industry and energy ‘regardless of its consequences’.  AKP’s social conservatism is manifested in symbolic and legal changes to Turkey’s secular laws such as relaxing the rules on wearing the Islamic headscarf in public institutions which was previously banned.  Another issue is alcohol.  AKP members do not drink during public functions and, moreover, they openly talk against alcohol consumption.  This has coincided with significant alcohol price increases, an outright ban on alcohol advertising and the tightening of laws pertaining to licensed premises.  Its conservatism is based on its interpretation of Islam.  On its website, AKP claims ‘Our party considers religion as one of the most important institutions of humanity’.  Uzgel and Duru (2010) notes how AKP represents itself as a bridge between Islam, democracy and neo-Liberalism arguing, for example, that Islam supports the success of businessmen.  
The Turkish popular music industry has been affected by AKP’s governance.  It is a multi-million pound industry with major global record companies dominating the market and independent music production confined to local record labels and distribution (Stokes, 2003).  Whether on local or major labels, music the government deems subversive faces obstacles in performance, production and media exposure.  Government authorities do not grant permission for unwanted concerts.  Sometimes concerts are cancelled at the last minute causing chaos and financial hardship to musicians and fans.  These actions are usually accompanied by band members being arrested for spreading ‘propaganda’.  In fact there are dozens of examples of censorship, arrests and exiles resulting from Turkish pop’s politics, such as Grup Yorum’s arrest in April 2013 and modernist composer Fazıl Say’s official censorship, charges and then jailing in 2013.  Recordings are also tightly controlled by the government.  For a recording to be officially released, it must first get a ‘bandrol’ issued by the Turkish Ministry of Culture indicating all taxes have been paid.  However, reasons for witholding bandrol ‘may be language [is] objectionable to the government for its political content, such as song lyrics perceived to advocate violence, political views the government would rather not see expressed, such as advocating Kurdish cultural rights, or simply the presence of swear words’ (Solomon, 2005: 6).     
Like elsewhere, broadcasting is essential for exposure.  There are around 1100 private and 14 state-run (TRT) radio stations with 24 national and 231 regional and local television stations.  Though numbers are excessive, Turkey’s media are dominated by TRT and five private media conglomerates.  This almost monopoly is a result of Turkish media policies since 1993 which actively pursues a private conglomerates policy ‘to minimise the number of dominant media players in the public arena’ (Özguneş and Terzis, 2000: 410).  Relations between these media conglomerates and politics are very close. Conglomerates ‘use the media to manipulate other economic or political interests’ resulting in a ‘notorious interlocking of interests between the media, politicians and the businesses’ (Özguneş and Terzis, 2000: 414).  These players have a large say in the distribution of pop where they control most music heard and watched in Turkey.      
Analysis
The images in these videos articulate discourses of both authenticity and subversion to some of AKP’s policies.  However, videos differ in both how these discourses are articulated and how global and Turkish images are ‘mixed’ to create different types of hybrids.  This section examines these issues after each video is summarised and its discourse schema revealed. 
The lyrics to Grup Kızılırmak’s ‘Çesmi Siyahim’ are about a journey over mountains and a friend’s betrayal with metaphor and symbolism suggesting subversion to authorities and sympathy for famous Marxist protest singer, poet and author Aşık Mahzuni Şerif.  These are sung over music which is rooted in both traditional Turkish folk and western jazz.  Visuals represent a different journey, though like the lyrics it is in the countryside.  The band travels by road, boat and foot to a poor rural Turkish Alevi village.  Here, they play their instruments and witness the hard working and living conditions of villagers.  Then, they travel back to perform in front of a large urbanite crowd.  Visuals are mostly of Turkish settings and people, including Yılmaz Güney, another famous Marxist protester.  Western references are also employed, like rock iconography and Jonathan Livingston Seagull by American writer Richard Bach (1970), to suggest subversion and alternatives to neo-Liberalism (see below).  The visual discourse schema can be read as ‘the band travels to a village where they witness villagers’ living conditions and perform.  Then, they travel back to perform in front of a large crowd.’  This schema sees participants divided into the band, villagers and audience.  The band is mostly activated, travelling, observing and playing.  The villagers are the subject of the band’s gaze, disempowered due to circumstances of working conditions, poverty, religion and race.  The audience is activated, reacting to the band and showing their support.  These group dynamics establish the band as a positive powerful force, villagers as oppressed by capitalism and the audience as supportive of the band. These visual choices articulate a visual style of protest which is less direct and concrete than Green Day’s ‘American Idiot’, but symbolise subversion and difference to fans.  
The indie rock sounds of Mor ve Ötesi’s ‘Şirket’ suggest anger and frustration. The cause is revealed through metaphor and ‘hooks’ in the lyrics which articulate discourses of alienation from neo-Liberal economics and corporate greed.  This is done in vague and abstract ways, typical of a lot of popular music (Machin, 2010). These same discourses are also seen in the visuals through the use of metaphor.  The band plays indie rock instruments of guitars, bass and drums ‘live’ in a large modern office tower while employees have been turned into zombies by a virus.  About half way through the video, the zombies become aware of their situation and escape.  Unlike ‘Çesmi Siyahim’, references to the global genre of indie rock dominate the visuals and sounds.  Authenticity, purity and anti-corporate ideals are common core values of this genre, authenticity being defined ‘in opposition to the commercially influenced’ (Hibbet, 2005: 64).  Bands like Mor ve Ötesi show their authenticity by being anti-corporate, corporations being seen as corrupting the ‘pure’ (Hibbet, 2005: 64).  The discourse schema can be read as ‘while the band plays, a virus infects office workers and turns them into zombies.  They become aware and escape.’   The virus is a metaphor for corporate greed, made obvious through the setting (see below), name of the song and lyrics.  The schema connotes workers’ victimisation to corporate greed and then their subversive empowerment by escaping and ‘walking away’.  Like ‘Çesmi Siyahim’, this video is critical of neo-Liberal economics.  It differs by firstly drawing upon popular political discourses such as corporations are impersonal, alienating and drain the life out of employees and secondly by suggesting the alternative is ‘to walk away’ as opposed to Grup Kızılırmak’s Marxism.  
Lyrics of Saian’s ‘Feleğin Çemberine 40 Kurşun - Kinetik Tipografi’ directly attack AKP’s record on police brutality, freedom of speech, religious and racial intolerance, the military and neo-Liberal economics.  Similar to a lot of rap, the fast-paced lyrics dominate in the hierarchy of sound, well above a sound bed of a regular beat and manipulated samples.  Lyrical importance is suggested by appearing simultaneously as part of a montage of manipulated photographs and animations which visually represent lyrics. Turkish and globally recognisable political figures and symbols are the subject of the visuals.  Participants can be divided into four categories: global and Turkish represented both positively and negatively.  Global participants represented negatively are Barack Obama, the police, traditionally dressed Muslim women and men, Ayetullah Humeyni, Ku Klux Klan members, Adolf Hitler and American soldiers.  Global participants represented positively are Emiliano Zapata Salazar, Martin Luther King, Cuban Revolutionaries, Amadou Bailo Diallo, and Mahatma Gandhi.  Turkish participants represented negatively are Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, AKP politicians, the army and the police.  Turkish participants represented positively are victims of the Kızıldere and Sivas massacres, murdered reporters Uğur Mumcu and Hrant Dink, Lumpenproletariat, protesters and jailed students.  Visual techniques are used to connote positivity and negativity such as distortion, colour, activations and written text.  For example, Turkish Prime Minister Erdoğan is represented distorted and colours are over-saturated making him look goulish.  There is no obvious narrative or discourse schema.  Instead, an activity schema of violence, politics and (in)justice is connoted by representations of the participants listed above and words in the visuals such as ‘blood’, ‘murdered’, ‘dead’, ‘lumpenproletarian’, ‘Liberal politics’, ‘capitalist economy’, ‘land and freedom’, ‘guerrilla’ and ‘dynamite’ .      
Authenticity/ subversive




Image one: from the official video for Grup Kızılırmak’s 2002 ‘Çesmi Siyahim’
Pose also suggests Özgün authenticity.  Both musicians sit gazing at their fingers as they play.  Like western folk music, sitting is a pose associated with Özgün music while finger and instrument gazing connotes they are ‘lost in their music’ by playing from the heart.  This ‘sincere’ quality that listeners ascribe to performers is essential to the discourse of authenticity (Machin, 2010: 14).  Authenticity is further connoted through rural settings.  References to the outdoors draw upon folk aesthetics and authenticity, it favouring rural areas which produce an ‘invented geography…of a bygone natural environment’ (Connell & Gibson 2003: 39). In the lyrics ‘mountains’ and ‘vineyards’ allude to the rural whilst in image one the yellow stoned archways, dirt floor and unkept gardens suggest a rustic real-life working village, as opposed to the connotations associated with a modern highrise.  Elsewhere, outdoor images of not only the village, but hills, rivers and dramatic landscapes enhance the group’s Özgün authenticity. 
Mor ve Ötesi’s authenticity is realised through a different set of criteria.  Firstly, visual choices align viewers with the band.  A disproportionate number of close ups and detail shots of band members’ faces and instruments connote closeness with the band.  These personal perspectives give viewers a point of identification, connoting intimacy with the band and its views (van Leeuwen, 1996: 48).  Furthermore, band members gaze directly at the camera in ‘demand images’ whilst criticising neo-Liberal economics (image two).  These are empowering visual compositions forcing viewers to respond to the band either through opinion or more direct action (Kress and van Leeuwen, 1996: 127-128).  In contrast, workers are mostly shot in groups or in longer shots and mostly look off camera, a disempowered representation, ‘offered’ for scrutiny as victims of corporate greed (Kress and van Leeuwen, 1996: 128).  Alienation from owners and managers is even more pronounced by excluding them.  This denies viewers a point of identification, making it is easy to treat them as an enemy (van Leeuwen, 1996: 48). 
Secondly, choices in dress, hair, instrumentation and actions, as seen in image two, make clear the band is part of the global indie rock genre.  Band members dress in black t-shirts and jeans.  They are unshaven and have either long or teased hair.  They play typical indie rock instruments of electric guitars, electric bass and a rock drum kit.  There are no signs of keyboards or traditional Turkish instrumentation.  The band plays ‘live’ connoting rock authenticity (Frith, 1981: 80).  Indie rock authenticity is connoted by guitars and vocals dominating the sounds and visuals of the band and lyrics which are anti-big business (Hibbet, 2005). In image two, the guitarist crouches down over his guitar whilst the singer leans forward, uses facial expressions and looks at the viewer to emphasise sincerity, purity and playing from the heart, essential components of indie authenticity (Hibbet, 2005: 64).  These same choices can be seen in indie rock videos from Nirvana to Muse.  By authenticating the band as authentic indie rockers through global indie style and its anti-corporate ideology, the video articulates discourses critical of AKP’s embracement of neo-Liberalism in ways very different than those used by Grup Kızılırmak.

 
Image two: from the official video of Mor ve Ötesi’s 2006 ‘Şirket’
Though there are no images of Saian, he is authenticated using a set of criteria unique to the genre of underground rap.  Referring to Turkish underground rap artists ‘Nefret’, Solomon (2005: 12) notes authenticity is achieved through an aggressive style of singing and ‘songs critical of the urban environment of Istanbul (borrowing at least in part from the familiar descriptions of the ghetto in African- American rap) or of the vacuousness of Turkish popular culture.’   This is in contrast to non-authentic underground rap which is ‘devoted to romance and partying, with little social commentary’ (Solomon 2005: 13).  Lyrical, musical and visual choices by Saian, such as those described above and in detail in the next section represent him as an authentic underground rapper who deals with political and social issues.  
Subversion to AKP
Grup Kızılırmak employs both Western and Turkish references in abstract ways to subvert AKP policies of social conservatism and neo-Liberal economics.  Social conservatism is questioned symbolically by the mixing of Western and Turkish references.  Instruments, hair and clothes from the West and Turkey are placed in Turkish settings.  For example, Western instruments (electric guitars and a rock drum kit) are seen with the Turkish bağlama both in the traditional Turkish village and in concert scenes sharing salience and importance.  This sharing, which are heard in the mix of both Western and Turkish sounds, can be read as subversive in AKP’s Turkey where it tries to homogenise everyone as Islamic, conservative and Turks (Uzgel and Duru, 2010).  Homogenising de-emphasises difference in social, religious and ethnic terms, ignoring Turkey’s Kurds, Armenians, Lars, Benetines and Alevi.  Grup Kızılırmak subverts these homogenising efforts, questioning AKP’s more ‘Eastern’ gaze by symbolic mixing both visually and musically.
The video also offers subversive alternatives to AKP’s neo-Liberalism by showing commonality with the oppressed and support for well-known Turkish Marxist protesters.  In one sequence, band members drink coffee in a traditional village coffee house.  The colourful patterned cushions, off-white walls and decor make it clear the place is a traditional workers’ ‘kahvehane’, not an upmarket café.  A waiter exchanges glances and pours coffee into their cups.  The coffee ‘cevze’ (vessel which the coffee is made) looks like the cevze the group observed being made previously.  A picture of film-maker, actor, communist and protester Yilmaz Güney is salient, hanging in the centre of a mostly plain background.  From 1961 until his death in 1984, Güney struggled with the Turkish authorities resulting in imprisonment, escape and his citizenship revoked.  By framing the band in common locations with workers, a waiter and Güney, a loose ‘integration’ occurs between the groups connoting closeness and sympathy (van Leeuwen 2005: 112).  This shot is followed by a full screen close up of the same picture of Güney, emphasising his importance to the band.  
Grup Kızılırmak offers alternatives to neo-Liberalism, a cornerstone of AKP economics which is criticised (and supported) for emphasising the market, materialism and individualism.  In the lyrics, though circumstances are unclear, a negative discourse is articulated with ‘wealth’, it being collocated with ‘pain’, ‘curse’, ‘concern’ and ‘frustration’. In the visuals, global literary references suggest alternatives metaphorically. Two visual sequences of seagulls flying in open blue skies suggest Grup Kızılırmak’s alternative.  Fans of the group told the researcher the importance they give to the seagull and specifically Jonathan Livingston Seagull.  They value the story’s subversive qualities, describing how the main character was frustrated with meaningless materialism so pursued the art of flying.  One fan claimed ‘the seagull is an unlimited idea of freedom’, and the story is a metaphor for freedom from materialism.  Grup Kızılırmak use seagulls in its videos including ‘Yitip Giden’, ‘Senin İçin’ and ‘Birayeme’ to share with its fans this symbol of freedom from materialism.  Though of Western literary origin, positive representations of flying seagulls edited into a longer sequence of Turkish landscapes take on very local meanings for fans.  As such, the seagulls symbolise the freedom fans can strive for by rejecting AKP’s neo-Liberalism and embracing a less materialistic Turkey.   
Though Mor ve Ötesi also subverts neo-Liberalism, both the type of hybridity and discourses differ significantly in lyrics and visuals.  Unlike Grup Kızılırmak, global imagery dominates the visuals, notable in representations of the band (described above) and the setting which is a large new corporate building, a metonymy for big business and neo-Liberalism.  Shot choices include large featureless interiors with a notable lack of flags or other cultural markers (image two).  With the exception of two shots with the Turkish words ‘danışma’ and ‘virüs alarmı’ (image three), this building could be anywhere.  Its size and emptiness connotes popular political discourses of corporations being impersonal and ‘international’ not local and personal.  Lyrics such as ‘I don’t even ask his name’ represent corporations likewise whilst the mask metaphor in ‘was it hard to come over wearing a mask?’ connotes lies and deceit.  These negative corporate views are further connoted in how the building is represented visually.  Lighting is sparse and the video is shot through a blue filter.  Blue, black and white dominate, connoting cold and evil (Machin, 2007: 65).  With the exception of the band, no people are represented for the first 40 seconds.  These choices are quite different from those seen in advertisements of new highrise buildings which emphasise colour and human activity.  Instead, these choices draw upon a discourse of the impersonal character of corporations.  
In the video’s first minute, movement is restricted to agentless paper shredding and the band playing.  Paper shredding connotes hiding secrets, destroying evidence, whilst lifeless images of workers lying on floors and slumped in chairs strewn in shredded paper suggests the firm has covered something up which involves worker victims.  Though no agency is represented, agency is inferred in a sequence which alerts viewers to a virus alert (image three).  This is the only shot which uses colours other than blues, black and whites.  Choosing red and yellow not only draws viewers’ attention to this image, it also connotes danger and immediacy (Machin, 2007: 65).  The danger lies in the virus, a metaphor for corporate greed and its associations with neo-Liberalism which drains the life out of workers and turns them into mindless zombies.  In this image, the worker is less salient than the television’s announcement of the virus, suggesting the importance the band gives to anti-corporate discourses. He is out of focus and in the background.  His face is hard to distinguish with vacant eyes which look off screen in an offer image (Kress and van Leeuwen, 1996: 128).   Compositional choices connote not only the impersonal nature of corporations, but also the power of corporate greed. Though this metaphoric critique lacks real circumstances limiting its protest potential, it draws upon popular anti-neo-Liberalism discourses.

 
Image three: from the official video of Mor ve Ötesi’s 2006 ‘Şirket’
Saian uses global and Turkish case studies in lyrics and images to articulate opposition to a large number of social and political injustices.  Some specifically target Turkish issues, such as the founder of modern Turkey Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, while others are used to illustrate commonality between global and Turkish issues.  For example, image four critiques religious and racial intolerance both at home and abroad.  Though not an AKP policy, there is a popular discourse which sees AKP as too religiously conservative linking relgious intolerance to religious conservatism (Uzgel and Duru, 2010).  This image links the killing of Amadou Diallo, a case which received worldwide news coverage, with religious killings in Turkey.  Both cases include state involvement.  Diallo was an immigrant from Guinea who was killed in 1999 by the New York police.  Controversy erupted due to perceived racist overtones including the police’s excessive use of force (41 bullets fired and 19 hits) and all officers being acquitted in court.  This image also represents the persecution of Turkish Alevi, a religious minority.  In 1993, 33 Alevi intellectuals were burnt alive inside a Sivas hotel by Islamic fundamentalists.  There are reports of state collusion, with police, firemen and a city councillor implicated (Kinzer, 2008).  

 
Image four: from the official video of Saian’s 2011 ‘Feleğin Çemberine 40 Kurşun - Kinetik Tipografi’
Image four is the culmination of an eleven second video segment which continually changes with fast-moving editing.  The lyrics and written text are ‘My name is Amadou Diallo, I was shot 19 times, I witnessed execution without judgement, because I am an immigrant.  I was in Sivas and slain, I was in Aleppo and forsaken, I was smoke above Maraş and Dersim because of race and religion’.  This text articulates sympathy for victims of state injustice.  Using the first person ‘I’ represents events from the perspective of victims, evoking sympathy.  They are emphasised by ‘I’ appearing in every clause.  Though they are activated, this is without agency connoting a lack of power (van Leeuwen, 1996: 44).  Collocations of ‘shot’, ‘execution’, ‘slain’, and ‘smoke’ connote negativity.  However, the police who shot Diallo and the people who burnt the Alevi are excluded.  This exclusion is ideological, omitting a point of identification with the perpetrators whilst emphasising the victims’ plight (van Leeuwen, 1996: 48).  Most salient are the words ‘Ben Katledildim’ (I was murdered) and ‘sebebi Irk ve Din’ (because of race and religion).  Salience is achieved through the words’ large size, thickness, a bold font and capitals (Machin, 2007: ch. 5).  The lack of angles, curvature and flourishes suggest assertiveness, connoting the ‘real’ gravity of these injustices (Machin, 2007: 99).  Two Turkish place names (Maraş and Dersim) also appear, locating injustices within Turkey.     
Kress and van Leeuwen (1996: 193) claim that the position of elements in images create ‘compositional structures’ which have meaning potential.  One structure is the ‘Triptych’ where one element is centrally placed, acting as a mediator between other elements.  The words ‘I was murdered’ across the top acts as a mediator, visually linking the cases of Diallo on the left with those of Sivas on the right.  In fact, this linking is suggested by the framing between Diallo and the Turkish victims.  Van Leeuwen (2005: 13) notes that ‘separation’, where elements of an image are separated by empty space, suggests they are similar in some respects and different in others.  Here, a white space slightly thicker than those which separate the Sivas victims indicates that there are two separate cases here, but both involve state injustice.    
Kress and van Leeuwen (1996: 193) also identify the top of compositions as the ‘ideal’, generalisation or simplification of an image.  The bottom is the ‘real’, factual and grounded in the everyday which adds weight and credibility to the ideal.  Here, ‘I was murdered’ may be seen as a simplified representation of events in New York and Sivas, especially by the police, authorities and courts who were involved.  However, the ideal emphasises injustice.  This is ‘given weight’ by the ‘real’ words at the bottom which represent racial and religious hatred as the causes of death.  This is a criticism aimed at the authorities due to their implicit involvement. 
Participants represented are Diallo and 34 face shots of victims of the Sivas massacre.  Victims, for the most part, are not salient, being small on the screen.  However, at the beginning and then later in the sequence, headshots of Diallo, Serpil Canik and Serkan Doğan dominate the screen aiding viewers in identifying victims.  Cultural clues also help viewers gain a point of identification and sympathy.  Diallo’s photograph is initially accompanied by ‘a full 19 bullets’ written in a large font whilst images of 19 bullets appear one at a time on the bottom of the screen.  Here, font and image work together to emphasise the police’s excessive force.  The ‘block’ of Sivas victims’ photographs used here acts as a cultural clue, it being seen throughout Turkey in protests.  The words ‘Sivas’, ‘Maraş’ and ‘Dersim’ also remind viewers of these infamous cases of religiously motivated killings.
Victims appear in grainy, black and white photographs similar to ones used in the press for victims of crimes.  This low modality contributes to the ‘realness’ of the video and its real critique (Machin, 2007: 49). At the same time, the images are used symbolically.  Kress and van Leeuwen (2002: 78) note that black and white may be used to make images seem symbolic rather than descriptive while Machin (2007: 34) notes the same meaning potential in images without background.  Here, victims serve as symbols of racial and religious victimisation involving the state, articulating a discourse opposed to state abuse of power.      
Conclusion
Subversion in Turkey is dangerous.  Mainstream media offer little voice for dissent due to government involvement.  These dynamics were notable in the harsh response by the government and police to Turkey’s June 2013 protests and the fines levied on media channels opposed to AKP.  Messages of subversion must speak subtly and/ or use alternative distribution sources in order to withstand the wrath of the authorities.  This paper has examined how bands use Turkish and global images in different ways to create cultural hybrids as part of their semiotic packages of subversion.  
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